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Abstract 12	

Balancing the rate of differentiation and proliferation in developing tissues is 13	

essential to produce organs of robust size and composition. Whilst many 14	

molecular regulators have been established, how these connect to physical and 15	

geometrical aspects of tissue architecture is poorly understood. Here, using high-16	

resolution timelapse imaging, we find that dense tissue packing and complex cell 17	

geometries play a significant role in regulating differentiation rate in the zebrafish 18	

neural tube. Specifically, in regions of high cell density, progenitors are physically 19	

pushed away from the apical surface, which, in a Notch-dependent manner, 20	

leads to their differentiation. Using simulations we show that this naturally 21	

performs negative feedback control on cell number. Our results suggest a model 22	

whereby differentiation rate is carefully tuned to correct fluctuations in cell 23	

number, originating from variable cell cycle progression and inherently 24	

probabilistic differentiation programs.  25	

26	
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Introduction 27	

 28	

Growth is a central process in developmental programs, and its control is critical 29	

to generate tissues of a particular size. In many tissues, this growth is 30	

substantial. For example, cell number in the retina increases ~400-fold during its 31	

development (Alexiades and Cepko, 1996), but occurs with a highly stereotyped 32	

rate and duration to ensure that the final number of cells in the tissue is tightly 33	

controlled.  34	

 35	

Tissue growth rate, here defined as the rate of increase in cell number within the 36	

tissue, affects two interlinked and essential processes of development: (1) 37	

proliferation of a pool of dividing progenitors, which increases progenitor number, 38	

and (2) differentiation of progenitors into post-mitotic differentiated cells, which 39	

reduces progenitor number (with progenitor apoptosis typically negligible). In 40	

homeostatic tissues, proliferation and differentiation must be perfectly balanced 41	

to maintain a constant pool of cycling cells. However, in developing tissues, 42	

proliferation and differentiation must instead be coordinated (Hardwick and 43	

Philpott, 2014; Hindley and Philpott, 2012; Kicheva et al., 2014), so that early, 44	

proliferation dominates and the tissue grows, whereas late, differentiation 45	

increases relative to proliferation and the growth rate finally approaches zero 46	

(Miguez, 2015). It is key to know how these two processes are tuned as 47	

development progresses in order to understand how a tissue reaches a specified 48	

final size. Furthermore, stereotyped tissue growth must occur despite large 49	

variability in proliferation rates (i.e. cell cycle times), and inherently probabilistic 50	

modes of differentiation (He et al., 2012). Determining how differentiation and 51	

proliferation are controlled – in the engineering sense of correcting errors – is 52	

thus fundamental to understanding how tissues reach a robust final size, despite 53	

the stochastic and noisy mechanisms underpinning their development.  54	

 55	
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Here, we focus on the neural tube as a model system of growth control, which 56	

shows stereotypic growth dynamics - specifically an initial phase of rapid 57	

proliferation, followed by a gradual shift to differentiation (Saade et al., 2013) 58	

Much is known about the molecular regulators of neural tube growth. For 59	

example, the hes/her transcription factors promote and maintain proliferation of 60	

the progenitor pool, whereas expression of genes such as neurogenin or p27 61	

induces cell cycle exit and differentiation (reviewed in (Hardwick et al., 2015). 62	

Differentiation is also affected by the inheritance of specific protein domains 63	

following division (Alexandre et al., 2010; Dong et al., 2012; Huttner and Kosodo, 64	

2005; Noctor et al., 2004; Paolini et al., 2015). Expression and genetic analyses 65	

also implicate a number of extracellular regulators of cell fate. Some of these are 66	

local signals, such as the Delta-Notch pathway, whereas others, such as Wnt, 67	

TGFbeta, Shh and BMP, can act over a longer range (Dessaud et al., 2007; 68	

Garcia-Campmany and Marti, 2007; Le Dreau et al., 2014; Saade et al., 2013; 69	

Zechner et al., 2003). These then define molecular gradients that give rise to 70	

differential differentiation rates across the dorsal-ventral axis of the neural tube 71	

(Kicheva et al., 2014). 72	

 73	

We wondered whether there are also mechanical, or physical, regulators of 74	

proliferation and/or differentiation during neural tube growth. Experiments on cell 75	

stretching in vitro reveal that proliferation can respond significantly to externally 76	

applied mechanical strain (Aragona et al., 2013; Benham-Pyle et al., 2015; 77	

Streichan et al., 2014). Furthermore, differentiation of various stem cells in 78	

culture has been shown to be highly dependent on the mechanical properties of 79	

their microenvironment (Arulmoli et al., 2015; Engler et al., 2006; Gilbert et al., 80	

2010; Leipzig and Shoichet, 2009; Pan et al., 2016; Seidlits et al., 2010). 81	

However, the extent to which these observations apply to neural tube 82	

development is unclear, particularly since it has a much more complex tissue 83	

architecture than the 2D cell monolayers that have been studied previously. This 84	

tissue architecture is: (1) epithelial, and therefore has a distinct apical-basal 85	
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polarity; (2) pseudostratified, in which multiple nuclei are densely packed at 86	

different depths within a single epithelial layer; and (3) highly dynamic, with apical 87	

mitoses driving extensive rearrangement of nuclei, termed “interkinetic nuclear 88	

migration” (Leung et al., 2011; Norden et al., 2009). To what extent these 89	

properties impact differentiation in this tissue is unknown.  90	

 91	

Here we uncover a significant role for the physical and geometric aspect of tissue 92	

packing during neural tube development. Using high resolution in toto timelapse 93	

imaging (Megason, 2009), we show that crowding at the apical surface leads to 94	

an increased rate of differentiation within the tissue. At the single cell level, this 95	

manifests itself as a correlation between cells whose nuclei have been displaced 96	

basally (due to apical crowding) and those that differentiate. We then show, using 97	

simulations, that such a feedback can naturally guide robust developmental 98	

trajectories in the face of probabilistic differentiation processes and highly 99	

variable cell cycle progression. Given the prevalence of similar pseudostratified 100	

tissue architectures, both in developmental contexts, (e.g. cortex (Kosodo et al., 101	

2011), retina (Leung et al., 2011), pancreas (Bort et al., 2006)), as well as in 102	

homeostatic adult tissues (e.g. the intestine (Grosse et al., 2011; Jinguji and 103	

Ishikawa, 1992)), we speculate that tissue packing and apical crowding may be a 104	

widely-used regulator of differentiation and growth across a range of different 105	

organisms and tissues. 106	

 107	

Results 108	

 109	

The neural tube is densely-packed and crowded at the apical surface 110	

 111	

To investigate neurogenesis in the zebrafish neural tube, we collected high 112	

resolution confocal stacks of embryos doubly transgenic for a ubiquitous 113	

membrane label Tg(actb2:memCherry2) (Xiong et al., 2014), and a pan-neuronal 114	

marker Tg(neurod:eGFP) (Obholzer et al., 2008), one of the earliest markers of 115	
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neural differentiation (Lee, 1997) (Fig. 1A, Fig. S1C). For measurement we 116	

define differentiation based on expression of neurod rather than cell cycle exit. 117	

Our tracking data suggests these are tightly correlated since we did not observe 118	

neurod in dividing cells (0/91). 119	

 120	

3D cell segmentations were generated using ACME (Mosaliganti et al., 2012) 121	

and revealed a densely-packed, pseudostratified epithelial tissue architecture 122	

(Fig. 1A). Consistent with other neuroepithelia, neurons are located basally, 123	

whereas progenitors are predominantly apical (Fig. 1B), although remain 124	

attached to both the apical and basal surface (Fig. 2A). However, there is a large 125	

variability in the distance of the progenitor nucleus (approximated by the cell 126	

segmentation centroid, Fig. S1) to the midline. This is typical of pseudostratified 127	

epithelia in which there are multiple nuclei at different distances to the midline 128	

within a densely packed single cell layer.  129	

 130	

We hypothesized that the variability in nuclear position was reflective of variability 131	

in progenitor number at different positions within the neural tube. Indeed we find 132	

that the density of progenitors (per unit apical surface) varies across the tissue, 133	

as does the density of neurons. However, we see a clear correlation between 134	

progenitor density and nuclear position. Specifically, in regions where there are 135	

many progenitors per unit apical surface, their mean distance to the midline is 136	

higher (Fig. 1C). This follows from a purely geometric argument: more 137	

progenitors produces crowding at the apical surface, thereby forcing some 138	

progenitor nuclei to be displaced basally. In this way, there is a direct geometrical 139	

connection between epithelial cell density and the distribution of nuclear depths 140	

due to cell packing.  141	

 142	

Next, we collected in toto timelapse imaging datasets that allowed single cell 143	

tracking of neural progenitors over ~12hrs of development starting from 24hpf 144	

(Xiong et al., 2013). These data revealed the highly dynamic aspect of tissue 145	
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architecture, as evidenced by the significant movement seen in tracking single 146	

nuclei over time (Fig. 1F). By following individual progenitors, we see substantial, 147	

but largely undirected movement between divisions. As progenitors differentiate, 148	

they move basally (Fig. 1D), and as they divide, they move apically (Fig. 1E). A 149	

consequence of this is that the surrounding cells are significantly deformed, 150	

moving their nuclei away from the apical surface (Fig. 1G). Therefore, similar to 151	

the retina, an increase in pressure at the apical surface caused by mitotic cells 152	

drive substantial movement of nuclei within the tissue (known as interkinetic 153	

nuclear migration) (Leung et al., 2011).  154	

 155	

Progenitors far from the apical surface differentiate 156	

 157	

Next, we used the timelapse data as a sensitive, single cell assay to measure 158	

differentiation rates, by directly tracking progenitors and assigning them to a 159	

neural identity based on neurod:eGFP expression. To avoid biases caused by 160	

variations along the DV axis, we restricted analysis to cells located within the 161	

central ~30% of the neural tube. By collecting many such tracks, we could 162	

generate Kaplan Meier plots (commonly known as ‘survival curves’ in the medical 163	

literature), as shown in Fig. 2C that characterize the rate at which progenitors 164	

differentiate (Rich et al., 2010). Kaplan-Meier curves are insensitive to 165	

incomplete cell tracks, avoids effects of cells moving out of frame, or the 166	

timelapse ending before a cell has definitively divided or differentiated. 167	

 168	

Unexpectedly, we saw a correlation between the differentiation of progenitors 169	

and their geometry. To quantify this, we analyzed the shapes of progenitors prior 170	

to their division. Restricting our shape measurements to the pre-mitotic mother 171	

cell was key in order to say something about causation, since it is known that 172	

progenitors undergo stereotyped cell shape changes as they differentiate, which 173	

would result in a trivial correlation between cell shape and differentiation. As a 174	

simple measure of cell shape, we measured the maximum distance of the cell 175	
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nucleus to the apical surface observed in a time window 45-60 minutes prior to 176	

mitosis (Fig. 2A). We explicitly ignored any transient basal movement induced by 177	

neighboring cells as they divided, as we hypothesized that the long-term cell 178	

shape would be more informative (in Fig. S2, we confirm that the transient 179	

displacements have minimal effects on differentiation).  180	

 181	

We then asked if this pre-mitotic shape correlated with neurod expression 182	

dynamics in the daughter cells. Strikingly, we found a strong association between 183	

the cells whose nuclei were far from the apical surface, and the cells that rapidly 184	

turned on neurod after dividing (Fig. 2B). By fitting a simple parametric form to 185	

the Kaplan Meier differentiation curves (Fig. 2C,D), we could quantify how the 186	

differentiation rate, R, depended on distance of nucleus to the midline, d, and 187	

found a significant positive correlation between the two (Fig. 2E). Interestingly, a 188	

similar observation has been made in the vertebrate retina (Baye and Link, 189	

2007), suggesting that this could be a rather general feature of neuroepithelia.  190	

 191	

Together with the observations of tissue packing in Fig. 1, this suggests a model 192	

whereby apical crowding induces differentiation. More specifically, apical 193	

pressure – a result of a high density of cells at the apical surface – causes 194	

progenitors to be displaced away from the apical surface, which in turn leads to 195	

an increase in differentiation rate. Conversely, in regions of low apical pressure 196	

(i.e. few cells), we would expect a lower rate of differentiation. 197	

 198	

Pushing progenitor nuclei away from the apical surface by an arrested 199	

mitotic cell promotes differentiation 200	

 201	

To test this hypothesis, we aimed to locally increase crowding at the apical 202	

surface and thereby push progenitors away from the midline. To do this, we 203	

exploited the fact that mitotic cells significantly deform their neighbors, a result of 204	

their large size and rounded morphology at the apical surface upon division (Fig. 205	
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1G). Therefore we could mimic an increase in crowding at the apical surface 206	

simply using a mitotic cell that is prevented from dividing. To achieve this, we 207	

arrested a small fraction of cells in mitosis, by inducing expression of a dominant 208	

negative version of PLK1, a kinase necessary for mitotic exit (Strzyz et al., 2015). 209	

Following heatshock-induced mosaic dnPLK1 expression, the small fraction of 210	

cells that were expressing the construct (BFP positive) failed to exit mitosis and 211	

remained rounded and apical for extended periods of time (Fig. 3A). Further, 212	

these arrested mitotic cells substantially deformed the shapes of neighboring 213	

progenitors and, as hoped, caused a significant increase in the distance of cell 214	

nuclei to the apical surface (Fig. 3B). We then measured whether such a 215	

perturbation to apical crowding and cell shape impacted the proliferation and/or 216	

differentiation of these cells. 217	

 218	

We used two separate methods to assay differentiation rates. First, we collected 219	

high-resolution confocal stacks to count neuron and progenitor numbers following 220	

prolonged deformation by arrested mitotic cells. We found that there was a 221	

significant increase in the number of neurons in close proximity to an arrested 222	

cell, compared to unperturbed control regions from the same embryo, indicating 223	

an increase in the differentiation rate (Fig. 3C). We then measured proliferation 224	

rates by counting precursors at two time points, and subtracting to get the 225	

number of division events (Fig S3B). No significant difference was found in 226	

proliferation rate between regions deformed by an arrested cell and unperturbed 227	

regions (Fig. 3C). Together, this suggests that crowding progenitor nuclei away 228	

from the apical surface leads to an increase in differentiation, but minimal 229	

changes to proliferation, consistent with our previous results. 230	

 231	

Secondly, we generated in toto timelapse datasets of these perturbed embryos 232	

and tracked cells that were in close proximity to the mitotically-arrested cells (but 233	

were themselves not arrested i.e. BFP negative). Tracking data revealed that 234	

progenitors adjacent to the arrested mitotic cell more rapidly and extensively 235	
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turned on neurod expression than in control embryos (Fig. 3D). Furthermore, 236	

within this dataset, we saw the same correlation between pre-mitotic cell shape 237	

and its daughter’s neurod dynamics as above i.e. those progenitors that were 238	

pushed far from the apical surface by the arrested cell were exactly those that 239	

rapidly turned on neurod following division (Fig. 3E).  240	

 241	

The effect of the apical arrested mitotic cell is primarily physical 242	

 243	

The strong correlation between cell shape and differentiation rate in response to 244	

neighboring mitotic cells suggests that the effect of the arrested cell on its 245	

neighbors depends on its ability to physically deform them. However it is 246	

conceivable that a non-physical mechanism such as expression of some 247	

secreted molecule or cell surface protein by mitotic cells could also affect 248	

differentiation rate in neighbors. To test this possibility, we sought to arrest 249	

mitotic cells in a way that they did not increase pressure at the apical surface and 250	

so does not deform their neighbors to the same extent. Inspired by previous 251	

studies on neuroepithelial nuclear migration, we co-expressed p50 in the 252	

dnPLK1-arrested cells, which is known to inhibit the dynactin complex and thus 253	

impair apical movement of nuclei (Burkhardt et al., 1997; Tsuda et al., 2010; 254	

Tsujikawa et al., 2007). Indeed, we found a small number of progenitors that 255	

were arrested in mitosis (assayed by condensed chromosomes, Fig. 4A), but 256	

were non-apical and therefore did not push neighboring cell nuclei away from the 257	

apical surface (Fig. 4B). By tracking cells adjacent to these basal arrested cells, 258	

we no longer observed a local increase in differentiation, suggesting that the 259	

apical location of the mitotic cell is necessary for its neurogenic effect (Fig. 4C).  260	

These results suggest that the extent of crowding at the apical surface, as 261	

parameterized by nuclear position, strongly influences the differentiation rate of 262	

neural progenitors. 263	

 264	

Notch as a candidate molecular transducer of apical crowding 265	
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 266	

Next, we aimed to understand how apical crowding and cell shape could be 267	

sensed molecularly, and therefore how the physical effect of tissue packing 268	

connects to the molecular circuitry upstream of neural differentiation. We started 269	

by considering the Notch pathway (Bray, 2016) whose activity is necessary for 270	

progenitor maintenance in the zebafish neural tube. This pathway is particularly 271	

appealing since previous studies in the retina have suggested that Notch activity 272	

can depend on nuclear positioning via an apical-basal gradient of ligand and 273	

receptor (Aggarwal et al., 2016; Clark et al., 2012; Del Bene et al., 2008; 274	

Hatakeyama et al., 2014; Latasa et al., 2009). 275	

 276	

To test whether Notch was involved in shape-sensing, we measured Notch 277	

activity in cells that were significantly and persistently deformed by an adjacent 278	

hsp:dnPLK1 arrested mitotic cell . We used a novel transgenic reporter to mark 279	

Notch activity, which drives destabilized GFP expression downstream of the nort 280	

promoter (Fig. S4A), a known direct target of Notch (Tsutsumi and Itoh, 2007). 281	

The transgene expressed fluorescence in a manner nearly identical to 282	

expression of the endogenous transcript, including robust expression in spinal 283	

cord neural progenitors (Fig. 5A, S4B). Importantly, abatement of Notch signaling 284	

by knockdown of Rbpj (Fig. S4C) or expression of dominant negative Maml (not 285	

shown), essential cofactors for transcriptional activity of all Notch subtypes 286	

resulted in nearly complete loss of reporter fluorescence. In addition, over-287	

expression of Notch1 intracellular domain (NICD1) strongly enhanced reporter 288	

activity in either endogenous sites of nort expression or within ectopic locations 289	

that normally do not express nort (Fig. S4D). 290	

 291	

 292	

We hypothesized that the arrested mitotic cells would locally inhibit Notch activity 293	

to drive differentiation. Consistent with this hypothesis, we saw a significant 294	

downregulation of Notch activity in progenitors adjacent to an arrested mitotic cell 295	
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(Fig. 5B). Given that Notch is required for progenitor maintenance in the neural 296	

tube (Appel et al., 2001; Huang et al., 2012; Schier et al., 1996; Yeo and Chitnis, 297	

2007), this supports a model whereby apical crowding inhibits Notch signaling, 298	

thus causing cells to differentiate. However, the extent to which Notch is 299	

sufficient to explain this phenomenon, and the mechanism by which the pathway 300	

responds to cell shape, is yet to be determined (see Discussion). 301	

  302	

Apical crowding provides a negative feedback on progenitor number 303	

 304	

Regardless of how it is transduced molecularly, the effect of tissue packing and 305	

apical crowding on differentiation rate would naturally provide a negative 306	

feedback between growth rate and cell number in this tissue, analogous to 307	

previous theoretical work on growth control in imaginal discs (Shraiman, 2005). 308	

Specifically, as the number of progenitors increases within the tissue, we expect 309	

an increase in the pressure and/or crowding of cells at the apical surface. This 310	

will then change the distribution of cell shapes within the tissue, giving rise to a 311	

higher number of basally located progenitors with smaller apical area, and thus a 312	

higher rate of differentiation. Therefore, as the number of progenitors within a 313	

region increases, their rate of differentiation also increases. This in turn leads to 314	

a depletion of the progenitor pool, giving rise to a negative feedback on 315	

progenitor cell number (Fig. 6A).  316	

 317	

One possible role for this negative feedback would be to suppress fluctuations. 318	

Neurogenesis dynamics are far from deterministic, and must operate despite 319	

highly variable cell cycle lengths and multiple stochastic influences on the 320	

differentiation machinery (He et al., 2012). This generates significant variability in 321	

neuron and progenitor numbers across the tissue, and between different 322	

embryos. A crucial role for negative feedback would be to reduce this variability: 323	

intuitively, regions with too many progenitors would compensate by differentiating 324	

more; and regions with too few progenitors by differentiating less (see Fig. 6B).  325	
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 326	

To formally test this intuition, we constructed a mathematical model of neural 327	

tube development. We assume progenitors proliferate with a certain distribution 328	

of cell cycle times (Fig. 6C). Then, after dividing, there is a certain probability a 329	

given progenitor will either self renew (𝑓""), asymmetrically divide (𝑓#") or 330	

generate two post-mitotic daughters (𝑓##). Motivated by work in the chick neural 331	

tube (Saade et al., 2013), we assume that each daughter cell differentiates 332	

independently with probability 𝑓 (i.e. division mode probabilities 𝑓"" = 𝑓%, 𝑓#" =333	

2𝑓(1 − 𝑓), 𝑓## = (1 − 𝑓)% form a binomial distribution). Over time, we assume 334	

that this differentiation probability increases (i.e. 𝑓 𝑡  is an increasing function of 335	

time, 𝑡), so that initially the tissue grows, and later on differentiation dominates 336	

and the pool of precursors is depleted. We find that, without any feedback 337	

mechanism, the numbers of progenitors and neurons are highly variable in the in 338	

silico neural tube (Fig. 6D), a consequence of the probabilistic differentiation and 339	

variable cell cycle lengths. However, if we incorporate the feedback from apical 340	

crowding – whereby the differentiation probability, 𝑓 𝑡, 𝑃 , increases not only as a 341	

function of time, but also as a function of progenitor number, 𝑃  – then we find 342	

that this variability is significantly reduced, consistent with our intuition.  343	

 344	

 345	

Discussion 346	

 347	

In this study, using a combination of in toto timelapse imaging and physical 348	

perturbations, we have identified apical crowding as a novel regulatory 349	

mechanism for neurogenesis. In particular, we found that when neural 350	

progenitors are squeezed away from the midline (and/or compressed at their 351	

apical surface), they were more likely to differentiate. This suggests that 352	

neurogenesis dynamics within the neural tube are not entirely deterministic, nor 353	

cell-autonomously programmed, and instead can be regulated by the mechanical 354	

properties of the tissue, its environment and how these interact to regulate tissue 355	
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packing. Using modeling, we argued that this phenomenon results in negative 356	

feedback between progenitor number and differentiation rate, and that this can 357	

significantly reduce variability in developmental trajectories.  358	

 359	

The negative feedback module also gives a mechanism to coordinate changes in 360	

tissue size and growth rate over developmental time. In particular, during early 361	

neural tube development, there are few progenitors and the tissue is relatively 362	

loosely packed, and thus in our model differentiation is rather low. However, as 363	

the neural tube continues to grow, it becomes compressed by the tissues 364	

surrounding it (likely the skin, somites and notochord, which each compress the 365	

neural tube from different directions), causing cells to be densely packed and so 366	

more likely to differentiate (see Fig. 6B). In this way, the exit from the early 367	

proliferative phase of neural tube growth could be governed by this mechanical 368	

feedback, in addition to known molecular regulators (Hudish et al., 2016), and 369	

therefore growth continues until all the available space is filled. This hypothesis 370	

may provide an explanation for the hyperproliferation phenotypes in human open 371	

neural tube defects (NTDs), such as spina bifida, in which the spinal cord is 372	

‘open’ or exposed at birth (Copp et al., 2013). We speculate that the increased 373	

growth is a result of the reduction in physical constraints acting on the neural 374	

tube. This has been directly observed in surgical models of NTDs, in which 375	

surgically removing the skin overlying the spinal cord results in increased 376	

proliferation in chick embryos (You et al., 1994). However, more experiments are 377	

required to determine to what extent such a space-filling mechanism is actually 378	

operating in the zebrafish neural tube, and its significance during unperturbed 379	

development. 380	

 381	

In this work, we have largely focused on explaining our observations at the level 382	

of cells and tissues. Preliminary work has implicated the Delta-Notch signaling 383	

pathway as a potential mechanism by which cells measure their shape, although 384	

the precise details are far from clear. One hypothesis is that, given that Notch 385	
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ligand and receptor are both apically enriched, one might expect the level of 386	

active nuclear Notch (NICD) to depend on the distance of the nucleus to the 387	

apical surface, provided NICD is rapidly degraded (or bound by an inhibitor e.g. 388	

numb) en route to the nucleus (Aggarwal et al., 2016). In this case, having the 389	

nucleus in close proximity to the apical Notch receptors gives a higher chance 390	

that a given NICD molecule reaches the nucleus and activates transcription.  391	

 392	

However, there are other possibilities. In particular, whilst we have focused on 393	

nuclear position as a readout of cell shape, there could also be a role for apical 394	

contact area. Correspondingly, another possible mechanism is that, as proposed 395	

elsewhere (Clark et al., 2012; Shaya et al., 2017), the amount of Notch signaling 396	

received by a cell is dependent on the size of its cell-cell contacts with 397	

neighboring cells (which is directly related to its apical area), since this is where 398	

the bulk of the Notch receptor is located. Therefore, a cell with smaller apical 399	

area will have a smaller contact with neighboring Delta positive cells and 400	

consequently will receive lower active Notch signaling. A further possibility is that 401	

it is not just geometry but also force that is at play. Notch signaling has been 402	

shown to depend, at the single molecular level, on forces and therefore the 403	

forces associated with apical compression, could be modulating Notch activity 404	

directly, rather than indirectly via its effect on cell geometry (Gordon et al., 2015).  405	

These possible mechanisms are not mutually exclusive and aspects of each may 406	

be coordinated to regulate neurogenesis. Testing these hypotheses will require 407	

higher resolution tools to measure and perturb Notch signal transduction. 408	

 409	

Whilst in this work we have focused on Notch activity as a readout of cell shape, 410	

it is likely that other signaling pathways are involved. The WNT pathway is a 411	

promising candidate, since it is known to be responsive to mechanical cues 412	

(Brunet et al., 2013; Fernandez-Sanchez et al., 2015; Nowell et al., 2016) and 413	

has significant effects on neurogenesis (Zechner et al., 2003). Other 414	

mechanotransduction pathways such as the Hippo pathway (Dupont et al., 2011) 415	
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or the piezo proteins (Coste et al., 2012) could also be determining the response 416	

to increased pressure at the apical surface. Finally, it is possible that it is not just 417	

apical crowding, but also signals from the basal compartment (e.g. TGFbetas 418	

secreted by basally positioned neurons) that is important. Elucidating the 419	

molecular details of the shape-based feedback mechanism, and the interactions 420	

between Notch and other signaling pathways and the apical surface should be 421	

the subject of further work.  422	

 423	

 424	

Finally, our work may yield important insights to understanding how 425	

differentiation and proliferation are balanced more generally. Many tissues have 426	

a similar architecture (i.e. densely packed, pseudostratified epithelia, with a large 427	

degree of nuclear movement), most notably other neuroepithelia, but also a 428	

range of other developmental and adult tissues (Spear and Erickson, 2012). It 429	

will be interesting to determine whether the feedback between tissue packing and 430	

differentiation described in this work is a common feature in these tissues, and to 431	

understand how its deregulation could lead to novel tissue architectures, such as 432	

the folded primate brain (Otani et al., 2016; Tallinen et al., 2014), or aberrant 433	

growth during tumorigenesis (Fernandez-Sanchez et al., 2015; Ou and Weaver, 434	

2015).  435	

 436	

  437	
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Materials and Methods 438	

 439	

Zebrafish strains and maintenance 440	

 441	

Tg(neurod:eGFP) (Obholzer et al., 2008), Tg(actb2:mem-mCherry2) (Xiong et 442	

al., 2014), Tg(crystAα:Gal4) (Hayes et al., 2012) and Tg(actb2:mem-citrine-443	

citrine) (Xiong et al., 2013) (referred to as “mem-citrine”) have been described 444	

previously. Tg(actb2:h2b-mCherry2) was generated using a plasmid that 445	

encodes the h2b sequence fused to mCherry2, in a pMTB backbone as 446	

described previously (Xiong et al., 2014). Tg(-3.5kb nort:d2GFP) was constructed 447	

using Gateway® recombination and the Tol2 Kit (Kwan et al., 2007) to place the 448	

3.5kb nort promoter upstream of d2GFP (destabilized GFP; Clonetech).  Natural 449	

spawning was used, and embryos were incubated at 28°C throughout their 450	

development (including during imaging), but excluding small amounts of time 451	

during experimental manipulation (such as microinjection, mounting) which 452	

occurred at room temperature.  453	

Zebrafish work was approved by the Harvard Medical Area Standing Committee 454	

on Animals under protocol number 04487.  455	

 456	

Confocal imaging 457	

Embryos were anaesthetized in two different ways depending on the type of 458	

experiment. First, for continuous timelapse imaging, alpha bungarotoxin was 459	

delivered via microinjection into the heart an hour before imaging (4.6nl, 460	

0.5mg/ml); alternatively via mRNA microinjection at the single cell stage (2.3nl, 461	

15ng/µl). This method of anaesthetizing produces fewer developmental delays 462	

and defects than the conventional method, tricaine (Swinburne et al., 2015). For 463	

endpoint images, in which embryo health was less critical, we used tricaine 464	

(Sigma), at 0.2mg/ml. 465	

Prior to imaging, healthy embryos were selected and dechorionated on a glass 466	

dish then transferred to a 1.5% agarose 0.4µm canyon mount (Megason, 2009). 467	
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Using a stereoscope, embryos were carefully positioned within the canyon by a 468	

hair loop, with the dorsal neural tube oriented upwards. For the majority of 469	

experiments, embryos were mounted in egg water, except some of the embryos 470	

for the results in Fig. 2, where they were mounted in 1% low melt agarose 471	

(A9414 SIGMA) for increased stability and longer-term imaging.  472	

A Corning coverslip #1 was placed on top of the agarose mount, taking care not 473	

to disturb the embryo positioning. 474	

Imaging was peformed using a Zeiss 710 confocal microscope, C-Apochromat 475	

40X 1.2 NA objective, with a custom made heating chamber to keep the embryos 476	

at 28°C. The following laser lines were used: 405nm (eBFP2), 488nm (eGFP), 477	

514nm (citrine) and 594nm (mCherry2). Other parameters were optimized for 478	

each experiment (for example, low laser powers were used for all timelapse 479	

imaging to prevent bleaching), but were consistent between experimental 480	

conditions. Timelapse movies were started at 24hpf (±1hr). Endpoint 481	

measurements (Fig. 3C and 5B) were taken at 32hpf.  482	

Figures are composed of single XY slices, dorsal view, of single timepoints from 483	

the timelapse data. Note that some images are flipped left to right for consistency 484	

of data presentation.  The imaging from Fig. S4 was performed on a Nikon 485	

Eclipse E800 confocal microscope with the embryos anaesthetized in Tricaine 486	

(Sigma) and embedded in low melt agarose (1%) within glass bottomed petri 487	

dishes.   488	

 489	

 490	

Analysis of timelapse data 491	

Raw Zeiss.lsm files were converted to formats compatible with GoFigure2, an 492	

open-source software package to manually analyze in toto timelapse imaging 493	

data. First, 3-4 cells were manually tracked for the entire length of the movie. 494	

These tracks were then used to register the data between timepoints, thus 495	

removing global translation and rotation of the embryo. Then, using this 496	

registered dataset, we assembled a set of tracks. We started each track at its 497	
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division (evident by its spherical morphology), and tracked both forwards and 498	

backwards in time. We restricted our tracks to cells within the central 30% of the 499	

neural tube along DV, and rejected cells that could not be tracked for long 500	

periods e.g. those that moved out of the field of view too quickly, or had poor 501	

membrane signal. GFP intensity (from neurod:eGFP) was used to identify 502	

neurons. To positively identify a neuron, we required that the entire cell was GFP 503	

positive, in each of the XY, XZ and YZ image planes, to avoid the potential of 504	

GFP scatter from neighboring cells giving false positives. The first time at which a 505	

cell was identified as a neuron was recorded. In some cases, GFP was excited 506	

intermittently throughout the timelapse to reduce bleaching (e.g. every hour, 507	

instead of every 3 minutes). In this case, the time recorded was chosen to be 508	

midway between the time intervals (e.g. if a cell was negative at 3hrs, but 509	

positive at 4hrs, we record 3.5hrs). Cells that did not turn on GFP were tracked 510	

either until they divided, or they were no longer trackable, and the total track time 511	

was recorded. GFP-on times (‘events’) were combined with the total track time to 512	

generate Kaplan-Meier plots (MATLAB). These are commonly used to analyze 513	

survival times in the medical community. For example, an ‘event’ could be 514	

recovery from a certain illness, and the Kaplan-Meier plots are used to compare 515	

recovery time between placebo and drug-treated subjects. They are particularly 516	

useful when not all subjects complete the entire study, termed ‘censoring’, as 517	

well as for analyzing in toto image tracks, which are of variable lengths. 518	

 519	

 520	

Manual image analysis 521	

Distances are measured within GoFigure2 using a 3D distance tool. The dorsal-522	

ventral height is measured from the base of the floorplate to the top of the 523	

roofplate. The mediolateral width is measured at the point along DV where it is 524	

widest. The anterior-posterior segment length is found by measuring the AP 525	

distance between neurons that first project ventrally, which occur once per neural 526	

hemisegment. Cell (or nuclei) centroid positions are manually identified and 527	
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recorded by the placement of a cell mesh, and its distance to the apical surface 528	

is measured again using the 3D distance tool.  529	

Notch activity was measured by GFP intensity from the nort:dGFP reporter - GFP 530	

intensity was measured within a 3µm radius spherical mesh, whose center was 531	

placed 12µm away from the apical surface in line with the arrested mitotic cell 532	

(BFP positive). For control, two random numbers were chosen (MATLAB) to 533	

generate positions along the DV and AP axes, and a 3µm mesh was placed 534	

12µm away from this point.  535	

 536	

Automated image analysis: high quality single timepoint images 537	

Raw Zeiss .lsm files were first converted to .mha files. Segmentation was then 538	

performed on the membrane channel, using the ACME algorithm (Mosaliganti et 539	

al., 2012). A mask was created in GoFigure2 to correctly identify meshes that fell 540	

within the neural tube, and excluded skin, notochord and somite cells. Cell 541	

position, volume, shape and median GFP intensity were extracted from the cell 542	

meshes, and analyzed in MATLAB. Progenitor density was calculated by binning 543	

cells along the DV and AP axes into 14µm bins and counting cell number within 544	

each bin. Segmentations and neuron classifications were visually inspected on 545	

ITKsnap and, where necessary, manually corrected. All image analysis was 546	

performed using custom C++ scripts.  547	

 548	

DNA constructs 549	

The hsp:mTagBFP2-dnPLK1 construct was generated by fusing the coding 550	

sequence for mTagBFP2 (gift from Pamela Silver) to a dominant negative human 551	

polo-kinase 1 (gift from Caren Norden (Strzyz et al., 2015)), using a flexible GA 552	

linker, and inserting into a vector containing the hsp70 promoter (Xiong et al., 553	

2015). The hsp:mTagBFP2-dnPLK1-2A-p50 was similarly made, but with two 554	

extra pieces: the P2A sequence (gift from Tony Tsai, Addgene #52421) and the 555	

p50 (amplified from zebrafish cDNA). Pieces were amplified using PCR with 20-556	

30bp overlap regions, and combined using isothermal assembly.  RT-PCR was 557	
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performed to generate TOPO® (Life Technologies) plasmids of the full-length 558	

cDNA sequence for zebrafish nort.  The TOPO® (Life Technologies) nort plasmid 559	

was used to generate an in situ primer. A list of primers is provided in Table S1. 560	

 561	

Fluorescent in situ hybridization 562	

Dechorionated embryos were fixed in fresh, ice cold 4% paraformaldehyde/PBS 563	

overnight at 4°C.  After fixation embyros were washed twice in ice cold PBS and 564	

then four times in ice cold 100% MeOH and stored in MeOH (15-20 embryos per 565	

tube) at -20°C.  Following methanol fixation embryos were re-hydrated in a 566	

dilution series of MeOH:1xPBS/1%Tween-20 (3:1,1:1,1:3) and then standard in 567	

situ methodology (Thisse and Thisse, 2004) was followed and Fast Red tablets 568	

(F4648	Sigma) were used to visualize nort mRNA.  569	

 570	

Whole Mount Zebrafish Larvae Immunofluoresence  571	

Embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 1xPBS (pH 7.4) overnight at 4°C 572	

and after fixation rinsed 3 times for 5 minutes in 1xPBS. Prior to immunostaining, 573	

embyros were blocked for 60 minutes at room temperature in 2% normal goat 574	

serum/1%Triton X-100/1% Tween-20/1xPBS (pH 7.4) (blocking buffer). After 575	

block, embryos were incubated in diluted anti-Myc primary antibody (clone9E10, 576	

Thermofisher) at 1:200 dilution in blocking buffer overnight at room temperature. 577	

Embryos were then rinsed in 1% Tween-20/1xPBS (pH 7.4) and then washed 3 578	

times for 60 minutes in 1% Tween-20/1xPBS (pH 7.4).  Then embryos were 579	

incubated in Alexa-567 secondary antibodies (Invitrogen) at 1:800 in blocking 580	

buffer overnight at 4°C.  Following secondary treatment embryos were washed 4 581	

times for 30 minutes in 1% Tween-20/1xPBS 582	

 583	

Microinjections of DNA and mRNA 584	

Plasmid DNA (hsp:mTagBFP2-dnPLK1, hsp:mTagBFP2-dnPLK1-P2A-p50) was 585	

injected at the single cell stage, delivering 2.3nl (Nanoject) at a concentration of 586	

10ng/µl combined with 25ng/µl transposase mRNA. mRNA (mem-citrine-citrine) 587	
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was synthesized using the mMESSAGE mMACHINE kits (Ambion), and injected 588	

at the 16-128 cell stage for mosaic labeling at a concentration of 20ng/µl. Prior to 589	

each experiment, embryos were screened for health.  4.6nl of 10 ng/µl 5xUAS-590	

E1b:6xMYC-notch1a (Scheer and Campos-Ortega, 1999) plasmid DNA was 591	

injected into 1-4 cell stage embryos.  592	

 593	

Morpholinos (MO) 594	

tp53 MO, 5’-GCGCCATTGCTTTGCAAGAATTG-3 ’ (Robu et al., 2007).  Injected 595	
9.2 nL of a 50 μM MO concentration. 596	
 597	
rbpj ATG MO 5’ – CAAACTTCCCTGTCACAACAGGCGC – 3’ (Ohata et al., 598	
2011) Injected 9.2 nL of a 50 μM MO concentration.  599	
  600	

Heatshock treatment 601	

Embryos were placed in a 1.5ml Eppendorf tube containing (pre-warmed) egg 602	

water, at 37°C, for 45 minutes, between 19-20hpf. Embryos were then removed 603	

and placed in fresh (22-28°C) water, and returned to the incubator. 604	

 605	

Statistical tests 606	

Statistical analysis of pairwise comparisons was mainly performed using a two-607	

tailed t-test (ttest2 in MATLAB). Several variables had a highly skewed 608	

distribution (namely: (1) distance of cell to apical surface, and (2) nort:dGFP 609	

expression) and so in these cases we used a Mann-Whitney test (ranksum in 610	

MATLAB). Kaplan-Meier curves were analyzed using the log rank test (logrank in 611	

MATLAB) (Rich et al., 2010). For Figure 2C, we fit the Kaplan-Meier curves to a 612	

parametric form 𝜌 𝑡 = 1 − exp	[𝑅 𝑡6 − 𝑡 ] for the first 6 hours after division. Note 613	

that R can be related to the division probability in Figure 6, provided one knows 614	

when cells stop differentiating (e.g. when they enter S phase). The fitting was 615	

implemented as a linear fit of ln	(1 − ρ t ) in time. For the plot of R as a function 616	

of d, R(d) corresponds to the differentiation rate for all cells whose nuclear 617	

distance exceeds the value d. 618	
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 619	

Mathematical model 620	

 621	

A stochastic simulation was implemented in MATLAB. Each progenitor is 622	

modeled independently and after birth is assumed to divide again with a cell 623	

cycle time taken from the distribution in Fig. 6C (a generalized extreme value 624	

distribution (Bogdan et al., 2014)). Upon dividing, each daughter cell 625	

differentiates independently with probability 𝑓(𝑡). In our simulations, 𝑓(𝑡) 626	

increases linearly from zero to one over the course of 12 cell cycles. For Fig. 627	

6D,E, we repeat each simulation 3000 times and plot the mean, plus/minus the 628	

standard deviation as shown. For feedback, we modify 𝑓 𝑡 → 𝑓 𝑡 + 𝑘𝑃 −629	

𝛿	,	where	𝑘 is a constant controlling the strength of feedback, and 𝛿 is a constant 630	

that is manually tuned such that the mean dynamics are similar to the case 631	

without feedback.  632	

633	
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Figure Legends 634	

Figure 1: The neural tube is a densely packed and dynamic 635	

pseudostratified epithelium.  636	

 637	

 638	

 639	

A: Analysis pipeline: membrane-labeled images are segmented and cropped 640	

using custom scripts to generate 3D cell meshes for the entire neural tube. Each 641	

mesh is then classified as a neuron or a progenitor, according to the expression 642	

level of the neural marker (neurod:eGFP) (See also Fig. S1C). 643	

B: Distance of cell centroid position to the midline, for both progenitors and 644	

neurons. 645	
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C: Regions of high progenitor density correlate with regions where progenitors 646	

are located far from the midline (shown is mean distance plus/minus standard 647	

error).  648	

D: Some representative cell tracks from GoFigure2. Upper: a cycling progenitor. 649	

Lower: a nascent neuron. Asterisks denote a mitotic cell; arrowheads denote one 650	

of the daughter cells from the mitotic cell.   651	

E: Endogenous mitotic cells physically deform their neighbors, depicted in a 652	

montage of images separated by 9 minutes per frame. Asterisk denotes mitotic 653	

cell ending cytokinesis; arrowheads denote perturbed adjacent cells. (Scale bar: 654	

10µm) 655	

F: Cell tracking from high resolution, in toto timelapse movies is performed in 656	

GoFigure2, reveals extensive nuclear movement. 657	

G: Mitotic cells transiently push their neighbors away from the apical surface. We 658	

measure the maximal basal displacement moved by a given cell as a result of a 659	

nearby division. We also record the distance x µm along the apical surface 660	

between the measured cell and the mitotic cell. We then group the data 661	

according to x, and plot the mean and standard error as shown.  662	

  663	
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Figure 2: Progenitors that are far from the apical surface differentiate more 664	

frequently 665	

 666	

A: Quantification of pre-mitotic cell shape by distance to midline, d. (Scale bar: 667	

10µm) 668	

B: Single cell tracking reveals that cells that are far from the apical surface pre-669	

division turn on neurod more rapidly than those that are close. The dependence 670	

of differentiation rate on cell shape is independent of the threshold value that 671	

defines which cells are ‘far’ and which cells are ‘close’ (Figure 6.4). (Left: p = 672	

0.01; middle: p = 1e-6; right: p = 1e-7; n = 58). 673	
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C: A simple model for differentiation, where for some time window, each cell 674	

differentiates at a constant rate per unit time, R, which we call the differentiation 675	

rate.  676	

D: Numerical fit of the model in (C) to the data in (B). 677	

E: Differentiation rate, R, as a function of the distance to midline, d.  678	

  679	
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Figure 3: Pushing progenitors away from the apical surface by an arrested 680	

mitotic cell promotes their differentiation 681	

 682	

(A) Cell shapes are perturbed by inducibly and mosaically arresting neighbouring 683	

cells in mitosis, using a heat-shock inducible dnPLK1 construct, which prevents 684	

mitotic exit (lower). (Scale bar: 10µm) 685	
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(B) Cells adjacent to the arrested mitotic cell are shifted basally (p < 0.01, n = 10 686	

for dnPLK1, n = 26 for control). Here, d is the distance to the apical surface prior 687	

to division, as measured in Fig. 2. 688	

(C) There is an increased fraction of neurons adjacent to arrested mitotic cells 689	

(red) than in control regions without an arrested cell (blue) (p < 0.01). 690	

Proliferation rates are similar in the two cases (right) (p = 0.9). (n = 7 for both 691	

cases) 692	

(D) Tracking of single cells adjacent to an arrested mitotic cell reveals a 693	

significant increase in differentiation (p < 0.01), compared to control (data from 694	

the same experiment as Fig. 2). 695	

(E) Single cell tracking reveals the same correlation between cell shape and 696	

neurod dynamics as in Fig. 2 for cells adjacent to arrested mitotic cells (p < 697	

0.001, using the n = 21 tracked dnPLK1 cells). 698	

  699	
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Figure 4: Progenitors adjacent to a non-apical mitotic cell do not 700	

differentiate more rapidly relative to control 701	

 702	

A: Arrested mitotic cells can be nonapical (arrowhead). h2b-mCherry 703	

demonstrates condensed chromosomes hence mitotic entry. Scale bar: 10µm) 704	

B: Progenitors are not pushed away from the apical surface adjacent to dnPLK1-705	

p50 arrested non-apical mitotic cells prior to division (p = 0.6) 706	

C: Non-apical mitotic cells do not induce differentiation of their neighbors (p = 707	

0.8, n = 12 vs. control, which is the same control data as in Fig. 3). 708	
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Figure 5: Notch activity as a potential readout of nuclear position. 710	

 711	

A: nort:d2GFP expression reports Notch activity in the neural tube. Arrorhead 712	

denotes GFP-negative, basally localized neurons. (Scale bar: 10µm) 713	

B: Notch activity (green) is significantly inhibited in progenitors that are adjacent 714	

to an arrested mitotic cell (magenta) (p < 0.01, n = 15 for control, n = 12 for 715	

dnPLK1). (Scale bar: 10µm) 716	
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Figure 6: Apical crowding as a feedback mechanism to control progenitor 718	

number 719	

 720	

A: We hypothesize that the regulation of differentiation by cell shape forms a 721	

negative feedback loop. We speculate that this feedback could perform several 722	

functions, schematized in B. 723	

B: Negative feedback naturally reduces variability in progenitor number. Left: a 724	

region of high progenitor density (red) corrects itself by differentiating. Right: If 725	

cells divide within a confined space, negative feedback predicts an increase in 726	

differentiation over time.  727	
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C: An in silico model of neural tube development with two main ingredients. 728	

Upper: progenitors proliferate with a given cell cycle distribution. Lower: 729	

progenitors differentiate shortly after dividing, with probability 𝑓(𝑡). 730	

D: Progenitor and neuron numbers are variable without feedback. The black line 731	

is the mean trajectory; solid regions denote mean plus/minus standard deviation 732	

for 3000 independent simulations. 733	

E: When we add feedback (by allowing 𝑓 𝑡 = 	𝑓@ 𝑡 + 𝑘𝑃), the standard 734	

deviation in neuron and progenitor number is significantly reduced.  735	

  736	
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Supplementary Figure Captions 737	

Figure S1 738	

 739	

A: Embryos doubly transgenic for a membrane and nuclear label (mem-citrine 740	

and h2b-mCherry2) reveal the densely-packed pseudostratified epithelial 741	

character of the neural tube. 742	
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B: We compared nuclear position (based on h2b signal) with the cell centroid 743	

position (based on the citrine signal), both manually identified. We find that the 744	

difference between these two measurements is rather small (mean value < 1µm).  745	

C: Tg(neurod:eGFP) is used to classify neurons versus progenitors. Cells are 746	

segmented, and the median GFP intensity is calculated per cell (the median, 747	

rather than the mean, is robust to scatter of GFP signal from high intensity 748	

neighboring cells). Neurons are identified as having a median GFP intensity 749	

higher than a certain threshold, defined manually by referencing the raw images, 750	

and is fixed for all samples for the same experiment. 751	

 752	

	  753	
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Figure S2 754	

 755	

 756	
 757	

 758	

A: By tracking progenitors, we see a small, but not significant (p = 0.1) difference 759	

in differentiation rate when comparing cells that are or are not adjacent to 760	

dividing cells (n=58, same movies as in Figure 2). 761	
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Figure S3 764	

 765	
A: Left: We compare regions adjacent to a mitotic cell (15µm x 15µm apical 766	

surface, manually contoured) [orange], to nearby control regions of the same 767	

dimensions but without an arrested cell [cyan]. Single cell tracking reveals that 768	

there is little movement of cells along AP/DV that would take them out of the 769	

regions (~2.6µm mean distance moved). Right: segmented image. Asterisks 770	

depict an arrested mitotic cell.  771	

B: Illustrative calculation. We define the fraction of neurons as f = N N + P , i.e. 772	

for the right f = 2 2 + 7 = 0.22. We define the proliferation rate between the 773	

two timepoints as: µ = P% + N%-PI-NI 2 PI + P% . 774	

 775	
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Figure S4 777	

 778	
 A: Schematic of the 3.5 kb nort proximal promoter.  This region contains 4 779	

canonical rbpj-K binding sites. B: nort mRNA (red) and nort:d2GFP (green) 780	

transgene express in the same tissues at 30 hpf. C: nort:d2GFP expression was 781	

reduced in a rbpj-k MO injected 48 hpf hindbrain and spinal cord compared to the 782	
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p53 MO injected controls.  The morphology of the hindbrain was similar to the 783	

controls while the rbpj-k MO injected spinal cord was curved. D: Normal 784	

expression of nort:d2GFP is found in the lens epithelium. Overexpression of myc-785	

NICD1a in the lens using crystAα:gal4 causes enhanced ectopic nort:d2GFP 786	

expression. myc immunofluorescence co-localizes with upregulated d2GFP at 28 787	

hpf. 788	

 789	

 790	

 791	
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Table S1: Primers used in this study 793	

 794	

Construct Part  Primer sequence 
hsp:mTagBFP2-dnPLK1 mTagBFP2 TACAAGCTACTTGTTCTTTTTGCAGGATC 

CGCCACCATGAGCGAGCTGATTAAGGAGAAC 

hsp:mTagBFP2-dnPLK1 mTagBFP2 AGGTCCTCCTCGGAGATCAGCTTCTG 
CTCCATATTAAGCTTGTGCCCCAGTTTGC 

hsp:mTagBFP2-dnPLK1 dnPLK1 CTCCCTAGCAAACTGGGGCACAAGCTTAATA 
TGGAGCAGAAGCTGATCTCCG 

hsp:mTagBFP2-dnPLK1 dnPLK1 CATCAATGTATCTTATCATGTCTGGATCACCGG 
TTTAGGAGGCCTTGAGACGGTTG  

hsp:p50-2A-mTagBFP2-dnPLK1 mTagBFP2-dnPLK1 CAGGCTGGAGACGTGGAGGAGAACCCTGGAC 
CTATGAGCGAGCTGATTAAGGAGAAC 

hsp:p50-2A-mTagBFP2-dnPLK1 mTagBFP2-dnPLK1 CATCAATGTATCTTATCATGTCTGGATCACCGG 
TTTAGGAGGCCTTGAGACGGTTG 

hsp:p50-2A-mTagBFP2-dnPLK1 p50 AGTACAAGCTACTTGTTCTTTTTGCAGGATCCG 
CCACCATGGCCGACCCGAAGTACG 

hsp:p50-2A-mTagBFP2-dnPLK1 p50 CTTCAGCAGGCTGAAGTTAGTAGCTCCGCTTCC 
CTTGTTGAGTTTCTTCATCCTCTGGTC 

hsp:p50-2A-mTagBFP2-dnPLK1 P2A GCGCTGGACCAGAGGATGAAGAAACTCAACAAG 
GGAAGCGGAGCTACTAACTTCAGC 

hsp:p50-2A-mTagBFP2-dnPLK1 P2A TCATGTGCATGTTCTCCTTAATCAGCTCGCTCA 
TAGGTCCAGGGTTCTCCTCCAC 

nort:d2GFP -3.5 kb nort forward  GGGGACAACTTTGTATAGAAAAGTTGCTTGTGG 
AGAGTCTGTCCTGCATT 

nort:d2GFP -3.5 kb nort reverse  GGGGACTGTTTTTTTGTACAAACTTGGCCTGCA 
GCTCCTCTATTTATACT 

nort in situ probe forward  AGAGCCCGAGATCTCCAGCAGATC 

nort in situ probe reverse  GTTGATTGTTTTATTTCGCAGCAGAAATACATTCAGTGGGC 

 795	
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